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not, or graphs (pp. 78-81) the topics and orienta‐
tion contained in what she aptly calls the “com‐
mercial corpus,” she marshals powerful tools of
argumentation. Also methodologically, she em‐
braces the more dynamic and challenging ques‐
tions that govern the geographical scope of her
query, refreshingly leading her to call into ques‐
tion the presupposition of Jews' domination of
long-distance trade or their displacement at the
hands of the Italians of the European commercial
revolution.Trade and Institutions attempts to de‐
scribe a coherent landscape—coherent in mar‐
kets, geography, and merchants. But a landscape
is, by definition, wide and varied. To her tremen‐
dous credit, Goldberg does the landscape justice,
tackling details and establishing new connections.
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